
SECTION A1. Let z = 7 + 3i. Find the real and imaginary parts of 1(6� z)2 . [4 marks℄2. Let z = 2� 2i. Express z in the form rei�. (As usual, r > 0 and � is real.)Indiate the position of z on a diagram. Use de Moivre's theorem to �nd the realand imaginary parts of z5. [6 marks℄3. Verify that (8 � 5i)2 = 39 � 80i. By means of the quadrati formula, orompleting the square, solve the quadrati equationz2 + (2� 3i)z � 11 + 17i = 0. [4 marks℄4. Let A;B;C be three points with position vetors a;b;  respetively. Writedown the position vetorsp of P whih is on AB, three-�fth of the distane from A to B;m of M whih is the mid-point of CP .Show that 2 !MA +3 !MB +5 !MC is the zero vetor. [4 marks℄5. Let A = (2; 1;�2); B = (0; 3;�2) and C = (4; 3; 0).(i) Find the vetors !AB, !AC and !AB � !AC.Verify that your vetor !AB � !AC is perpendiular to the vetors !AB and!AC, stating your method for doing this. [4 marks℄(ii) Write down the area of the triangle ABC and �nd the length of theperpendiular from A to the side BC. (You need not evaluate any square rootsourring.) [3 marks℄(iii) Find an equation for the plane ontaining the triangle ABC. [3 marks℄6. Find the values of p; q; r suh that the urve y = p+qx+rx2 passes throughthe points (1;�6); (�2;�15) and (3;�20). [5 marks℄7. For eah set of vetors (a) and (b) deide, giving reasons, whether thevetors are linearly independent and also whether they span R3.(a) u = (�8; 16; 12); v = (6;�12;�9);(b) u = (2;�6; 1); v = (�4; 8;�3); w = (5; 9;�7):If the vetors in (a) or (b) are linearly dependent, �nd a non-trivial linear ombi-nation equalling the zero vetor. [7 marks℄Paper Code MATH103 Jan-07 Page 2 of 4 CONTINUED



8. Find the determinants of the matries A and B:A = 0B� 0 2 �11 3 �2�4 �16 9 1CA ; B = 0B� 2 0 0�15 1 0�7 18 �3 1CA :Use the rules for determinants, whih should be learly stated, to write downthe determinants of B2A�3 and B + 2I, where I is the 3� 3 identity matrix.[6 marks℄9. (i) Find the eigenvalues of the matrix A =  9 44 �6 !. [2 marks℄(ii) For eah eigenvalue, �nd an eigenvetor of length 1. (You need notevaluate any square roots whih arise.) [5 marks℄(iii) Write down an orthogonal matrix P and a diagonal matrix D suh thatP>AP = D. [2 marks℄SECTION B10. (i) Express the omplex numbers b = e�i=4 and  = e�i=3 in the artesianform x + iy. Hene, onsidering the produt b, �nd os 7�12 and sin 7�12 inthe surd form.(ii) Express the omplex number a = �46i in the form jajei�. Find all thesolutions of the equation z6 = a in the form z = rei� and indiate their positionson a diagram. Making use of your result in (i) and of the diagram's symmetry,express all the solutions from the seond quadrant in the exat artesian forminvolving surds. [15 marks℄11. Let A = 0B� 0 �� 2 �12 3 11 �2 � + 1 1CA :(i) Show that A is invertible if and only if � 6= �3=2 and � 6= 3. [5 marks℄(ii) Find the inverse of A when � = �1. [6 marks℄(iii) Find a ondition whih a; b and  must satisfy for the system of equa-tions y � z = a2x + 3y + z = bx � 2y + 4z = to be onsistent. [4 marks℄Paper Code MATH103 Jan-07 Page 3 of 4 CONTINUED



12. Let L denote the line of intersetion of the planes in R3 with equationsx+ 3y � 4z = �16 and 2x+ 5y � 6z = �25:Let L0 denote the line joining the points A = (7;�7;�3) and B = (8;�6;�4).(i) Find in parametri form an expression for the general point of L.[3 marks℄(ii) Write down the vetor !AB and an expression for the general point ofL0. [2 marks℄(iii) Determine the point P at whih L0 meets the plane2x + y + 4z = �1: [3 marks℄(iv) Find the distane from the point P to the line L. [3 marks℄(v) Find the distane between the lines L and L0. [4 marks℄13. Vetors v1;v2;v3;v4 in R4 are de�ned byv1 = (2; 0; 4; 1); v2 = (1;�1; 1; 0); v3 = (�3; 2;�4;�1); v4 = (4;�2; 6; 3):(i) Show that v1;v2;v3;v4 are linearly dependent. [6 marks℄(ii) Let S be the span of v1;v2;v3;v4. Find linearly independent vetorswith the same span S. Extend these linearly independent vetors to a basis ofR4. [4 marks℄(iii) Deide whether the vetors u1 = (2;�3; 1;�1) and u2 = (�1; 1; 2; 0)are in S. [3 marks℄(iv) Let T be the span of u1 and u2. What is the intersetion S \ T ?[2 marks℄14. Find the eigenvalues and eigenvetors of the matrixA = 0B� 4 1 �42 3 2�3 3 5 1CA(hint: one of the eigenvalues is �1). Hene write down a matrix C and a diagonalmatrix D suh that C�1AC = D. [15 marks℄Paper Code MATH103 Jan-07 Page 4 of 4 END


